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REMEMBRANCE

God looked around his Garden and found an
empty place.
He then looked down upon his earth and saw
your loving face.
He put his arms around you and lifted you to
rest.
His Garden must be beautiful, he always takes
the best.
As the days come and go and the world moves
on,
We know you're still here, you'll never be gone.
On the night the Angel came and
took your hand,
We cried as you left for an unknown land.
But Heaven rejoiced as you came into
sight,
For your soul was a diamond, shining so
bright!

MISS YOU A LOT FRIEND!!!
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AM A HUMAN & AM AWARE OF THIS

“Saurmandal mein, tim-tim karte taare anek hain….”

I I am a human. I am born a human. But ‘What will I die as?’
A Hindu, A Muslim? An Indian, An American? Or with an
identity of some another group, religion etc.; which divides
me (Please, these words don’t define me) from others like
me.

Most of us have heard of things like ‘Being one & united’.
But Are we AWARE of this? People supporting the idea of
unity (on occasions), jump into honor killings & religious
riots. Are these words just ceremonial formalities?
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It’s ridiculous to see people finishing valuable human lives
within split seconds and reasons as evil as difference in
religions or countries.

Worst!!! The biggest threat arises when the idea of unity
gives rise to Bigger Divisions. Ever wondered ,that my
being a PATRIOT makes me the person ‘Dying & Killing’ for
the honor of my Country –a piece of land that is politically
divided.. Amazing Na!!! Well, I can see mankind on both
sides of border. Then how can the fight be Evil vs. Good???
I decide to live as a human and die as a human alone.
Neither a Hindu nor a Patriot. What’s your stand???

“….par niraakaar, nirvikaar, anant gagan ek hai.”

By-ANuradha sharma
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THE MADHWAS
Once MARK JAMES said “MUSIC SHOULD MAKE YOU FEEL
GOOD”…. And that’s what THE MADHWAS do…!!!!. Let me introduce
you all to the band of I.T.S U.G. Mohan Nagar, “THE MADHWAS”. It has
super talented singers, instrumentalists in it. Well let me tell u a very
interesting fact about this band , it has a combination of all the 1st , 2nd
and 3rd year students i.e. Abhishek Das, Jomy Sajan , Vishakha Mudgal
,Pankaj Rawat, Tajinder Singh from 1st year, Deepak Arora from 2nd
year and Aanchal Tripathi from 3rd year..
Aanchal AND Vishakha,,, are super sweet and melodious female
vocal of this band, Abhishek AND Jomy are super cool and talented
guitarist as well as male vocal , Pankaj Is our amazing drummer,
Tajinder is awesome percussion , he can play table,, Congo ,, with
beauty in last Deepak ,he has a very catchy voice,, he is the band’s male
vocal with a beautiful and a soothing voice,, all these make THE
MADHWAS completely rocking,.. in past I do had an amazing
experience of enjoying the music of this band.
In this band one of its member also do write songs, I.E. Abhishek
das. Previously I.T.S. U.G. Mohan Nagar do had band named I.T.S
ROCKERS but due the completion of graduation of its member it got
dissolved,, and now once again I.T.S U.G. Mohan Nagar has its band.
Well I do have lots and lots to say about this band, but words are not
enough for it. In last I would just like to say MADHAW word is a
synonym of lord KRISHNA , and as we all know lord KRISHNA is the god
of melodies,, so as our band is !!!! love THE MADHAWAS!!!
To know more about “THE MADHAWAS” you can log into
www.facebook.com/themadhwas

By-VAANI &PRACHI
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"The great soul who is within us, who is beyond age, death and
sorrow, beyond hunger and thirst, He who is true in thought and in
action, Him we must seek, Him we must know."

!!!"GOD's PLACE IN MY LIFE" !!!
Life is incomplete without union with God. It is quite natural that a
mature mind and a pure heart strive for this union. He who will pray
to god eagerly will see him. A person who worships God as exterior
to himself does not know him fully.
When we put our faith in God we accept his majesty and
omnipotence, when we trust him we proclaim God as our father.
Our faith should not depend upon what we get, it should be
absolute.

God will do what is best for us.
He may not give us all that we ask for, which earthly father gives all
that his child wants.
A child, who cannot distinguish between good and evil, may ask his
father for a knife, fire or snake. We are often like that child.
We may not think that some things are not good for us and ask God
to give it to us. He certainly will not give us what may be injurious.
Absolute faith in god should convince us that god is Omnipotent,
Omniscient and Omnipresent and that we are his children.
"Let us place ourselves in the hands of god with full confidence that
he will do whatever is good for us. It will make our life better, safer
and happier."
By-KRITIKA SAXENA & ADITYA GARG
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WHAT'S COOKING... GOOD LOOKING...
CATCHY COOKING...
Hello My Dear Diary,
It has been about a couple of weeks since I shared any
adorable experience of mine with you.
Well, as you have been a part of my life and its
happening. I won’t bore you up telling you about my day to
day activities but will tell you about something really
interesting that happened. Generally it’s heard that mothers
complain to their daughters that they don’t get indulge in any
of the kitchen activities and after marriage “what will they

serve to their in-laws.”

An old dialog heard generally in every
household but as you know mine case is always different here
my mum always complains to me to get off the habit of every
time engaged in kitchen but I don’t want to bore her up with
the same food that we have daily.
So, busy in my new experiment in kitchen, I invented
something new…

Huh…again an experiment…
It was I suppose about 3:00pm but a bit stormy outside…
Don't know from where the thunder clouds came in winters.
Well, not at all diverting from my experiment…..
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It actually happened like this sitting in balcony and wondering
about something I got an idea and in no seconds I found myself in
kitchen, So again I made up my mind, and as you know that

Make your own mindset…
Setup new challenges for yourself daily…
Life will always be a new invention to your
own experiments…
So enjoy…. 

WHEN I MAKE UP
MY MIND TO TRY
SOMETHING NEW
THEN NONE COULD
STOP ME...

But to your amusement I
challenged myself to cook
something new and that
within 10-12 minutes at
max. Hence I started up….

I hurriedly took up the ingredients as if some master-chef
competition was going on I dint had any idea about what I was about
to cook but it should be something very different. So collecting up,
starting up and finally cooking up in no time I invented something
new and that to in exactly 8mins....
Garnishing the new recipe I presented my new dish to my princess
mom…with my one eye closed and other open….. I prayed to god to
just make my experiment successful in front of my highness…..
Seeing my mum taking first bite of
what I prepared she was amused
and just commented “wow, beta it
is simply awesome”.

And gave me a sweet kiss on my cheeks for such a successful
experiment. She blessed me. And to your notice I named my new dish
as DHODLI , yeah, the name might be a bit funny but it turned out to
be my most successful experiment ever……

By- VISHAKHA & AANCHAL
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GUP-SHUP
Shaireen Jahan, BCA 4th SEM
"je m'appelle Shaireen Jahan" this means "my name is
Shaireen Jahan".
Friends, this is French language which we are learning
at I.T.S, as a value added course. Learning French is a
very good experience for me. I have learnt a lot of
things like:*le solutions
*la presentations etc.
I want to thank I.T.S parivaar for giving us the
opportunity to learn French language in our campus.

Salmaan Khan Saifi, BBA

A place of everyone’s dream
Where college always seems green
With all jubilation among the teens
Yes, it's our new canteen “bikano”
And we are very excited for bikano
Now we get the better quality of foods on
reasonable price..

By- KARISHMA TYAGI
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KNOWN-UNKNOWN FACTS

Amitabh Bachchan is
ambidextrous hence,
can write with both
hands equally well.

Number of languages in which
you can have the Google home
page set up, including Urdu,
Latin and Klingon: 88

Together, we spend 2.9
billion hours on YouTube
in a month. That’s 326,294
years.
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The most commonly used letter
in the alphabet is E and the least
used letter in the alphabet is Q.

Google receives daily search requests
from all over the world, including
Antarctica.

His father Harivansh
Rai Bachchan wanted
to name him Inquilab
which means
'revolution' but later
named him Amitabh
which means
'brilliance unlimited'

By- SONAKSHI
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"WIND"
Wind, Wind, O Wind,
From Where Are You Coming?
Wind, Wind, O Wind,
Where Are You Going?
I Can't See You,
Can You See Me?
You Can Fly Many Things,
Can You Fly Me?
What Do You Do All The Day,
Where Are You Running?
You Are Hot, You Are Fast,
You Are Very Sweet,
You Are Fresh, You Are Cool,
You Are Very Neat,
Early In The Morning,
What Are You Doing?
Boy, Boy, O Sweet Boy,
I Can See U,
I'm Very Fast,
I Can Fly You,
Early In The Morning,
Freshness I M Giving...
By-KRITIKA SAXENA
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Can Anyone See That I'm Hurting?
- Crimes below the belts!
Indecent assault is the most heinous crime that affects
millions of women, men, and children worldwide: One in four
women and one in six men are sexually assaulted at some point in
their lifetimes. Most of the victims are female, and those
responsible for this assault are predominantly male and usually
someone the victim knows.
There have been numerous major stories in the news recently
involving felonies:
 In New Delhi, India, a 23-year-old woman died in the hospital
after being attacked and gang-raped by six men. The assault,
which occurred in India’s “rape capital,” sparked violent
demonstrations against the prevalence of the incident and
the lack of prosecution from the government.
 An international child sexual abuse operation resulted in the
arrest of 245 suspects. Law enforcement found 123 victims of
child exploitation, including five under the age of 3 and nine
between age 4 and 6.
 In Steubenville, Ohio, two high-school football players have
been charged with raping a teenage girl at party while she
was unconscious. The story is making headlines after
Anonymous released photos and video of teenagers laughing
about the assault with jokes like, “She is so raped right now.”
 Anita Cobby, former beauty queen and nurse, was killed by a
gang of spineless cowards who preyed on women and other
people's property between prison terms. Between the five of
the them they had over 50 convictions for offenses including
larceny, illegal drug use, car theft, breaking and entering,
armed robbery, escaping lawful custody, receiving stolen
goods, assault and rape. Her murder united the public in
outrage, with many Australians calling for a reinstatement of
the death penalty.
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Tragically, incidences of sexual violence like these are all
too common. In fact, the problem is actually worse than you
might think from the news stories: sexual assault is one of the
most under-reported crimes, and less than 40 percent of all
sexual assaults are reported to law enforcement.
This is because of the unique shame, fear, and
embarrassment that sexual assault victim’s experience. All of
this is then compounded by our culture of victim-blaming in
which rape and assault victims are often said to be “asking for
it” by dressing too provocatively, going out alone too late at
night, or drinking too much. The victim-blaming impulse shows
up every time these stories appear. For example, in the Ohio
case, some residents blamed the girl, saying, “She put the
football team in a bad light and put herself in a position to be
violated.”

Shedding light on the truth
While these stories of rape and assault are horrifying, one
bright spot is that violence like this, which is common and
usually kept quiet, is finally getting widespread attention in
the news and the minds of the general public.
For victims, acknowledging and naming what happened
to you is an important step in the healing process. For
everyone else, greater awareness of the culture of violence and
exploitation of women and children is essential so we can work
to fight this evil and care for those around us who have been
victimized.
To bring awareness to the injustices of sexual assault and
help equip Christian leaders and churches in making a
difference, we wanted to provide things you can do today to
fight sexual assault and help victims. Whatever you do, shine a
light on these dark injustices and be a voice on behalf of those
who cannot be heard.

By- AAKANSHA KARIWAL
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BOOT CAMP-2012

Individual performance done at I.M.E.
college on the occasion of college fest...

By- aditya & vishakha
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We Welcome Views From Reader's, So If
You have Any Comments, Suggestions Or
Ideas, Please Do Forward To The
Following Mail Id:EMAIL ID:- tatvaelement@yahoo.com

It's a great news for everyone that from
now onwards you can also access your
favourite E-Magazine i.e. TATVA- An
Element Of U.G. Universe on
Facebook!!! Enjoy the best reading
experience & share it with your
friends!!!
FACEBOOK PAGE LINK:www.facebook.com/EBUDDYBULLETIN

